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ADay In The lile
Sugar Brown moonlights with the
blues. And how. His powerful debut,
Sugar Brown's Sad Day, sounds like
a recording from the vintage Chess
era. Applause, Jason Schneider.
ugar Brown just wants to be known
as a blues musician but unfortunately hanging such a common tag

S

on him just isn't that simple. Nothing about
the man, also known as Ken Kawashima,
fits the image of a typical blues man but that
hasn't stopped the 42-year-old Ohio native
from pursuing his passion to play the music
that first captivated him as a college student
in Chicago.
Kawashima went on to complete a PhD in
history and landed ajob at the University of
Toronto where he's currently an associate
professor of East Asian Studies. At the
same time, he found a regular gig close by
at the Paddock Tavern, which eventually
led to the creation of his debut album, Sugar Brown Sad Day. The collection of raw,
hard-driving songs-largely
penned in the
aftermath of his father's sudden death-is
more than enough proof that blues is not
bound by any cultural stereotypes.
Given his academic background,
Kawashima is fully aware of how some
might be curious about an Asian-American
playing blues, although he's also understandably sensitive about his background

s

potentially overshadowing his music.
"I didn't start playing blues until I was
18 and an undergraduate at the University
of Chicago," Kawashima says. "Both Paul
Butterfield and Elvin Bishop went there,
and the school has always had strong ties to
the music scene on the West Side."
The singer/guitarist got his first opportunity from West Side singer Taildragger,
who hired him to play harmonica in his
band The La-Z Boys in 1992, and also gave
him his stage name, saying, "You ain't
black and you sure ain't white ... you're
Sugar Brown." However, others within the
scene were not as welcoming.
"Taildragger had also hired my buddy
Johnny Bergen, a white guy, to play guitar,
and we were gigging four nights a week.
Taildragger would often get these reactions,
like, why would you hire a Chinaman and

a white guy when there are 15 black musicians ready to play? To his credit, Taildragger said, 'I don't care. I like these guys and
they play good music.' What's been more
difficult for me is overcoming my own
insecurities about it."
Kawashima says that process was greatly
helped soon after he moved to Toronto and
met harmonica player Bharath Rajakumar,
who recorded and produced Sugar Brown s
Sad Day, and who Kawashima rates among
the greatest harp players he's ever heard.
Kawashima had met few people until then
who had a similarly strong connection
to the blues, and who also didn't fit the
familiar description of someone who played
them.
"I think Bharath is the best blues harmonica player since Little Walter but for
whatever reason doesn't get the recognition
he deserves," Kawashima says. "His background is partly Indian, and he's another

Nonetheless, Kawashima has not let
any of that stand in his way, or affect his
songwriting. As mentioned, the material
on Sugar Brown Sad Day is a powerful
meditation on life and death on the whole,
and about as pure as the blues gets.
"I wrote the song Sad Day, which is basically about the moment my mother called
me and told me that my Dad was dying, arid
I knew right away that I wanted Bharath to
play on it," Kawashima says. "The sound
I was trying to get was that classic Muddy
Waters approach. At that time I'd kind of
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given up on finding musicians who knew
how to do that but Bharath knew exactly
what I was looking for and has such a deep
understanding of that repertoire."

case of people perhaps not knowing how to
deal with that. The blues world has become

Kawashima and Rajakumar went on to
record the rest of the album in the latter's
Montreal studio, an experience Kawashima
says was everything he'd hoped it would
be. "Bharath hadn't recorded anyone there
aside from his own band, so he told me
beforehand to come in with an open mind.

so polarized between white and black, in
my experience anyway."

I was going to do the whole record solo but
after I did the first song, Act Like You Love
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"He had a 1957 Ampex reel-to-reel,
and had rigged up his own echo
room. Of course, all the microphones and amplifiers were vintage
as well. It just really opened up my
mind to the sound of that era. When
I heard the first playbacks, my voice
sounded tofally foreign to me. I
really did sound like we'd done it in
Chess studios."
Me, Bharath and some of his musicians
asked if they could join in. We ended up
recording 25 songs over the next five days
and paring them down for the album."
Kawashima goes on to say that what
pleased him most about the process was
Rajakumar's stubborn refusal to do anything digitally in the studio.
"He had a 1957 Ampex reel-to-reel,
and had rigged up his own echo room. Of
course, all the microphones and amplifiers
were vintage as well. It just really opened
up my mind to the sound of that era. When
I heard the first playbacks, my voice sounded totally foreign to me. I really did sound
like. we'd done it in Chess studios, and after
that session I completely rethought the way
I play and what gear to use.
"The way Bharath works just reminded
me again of what I think is missing in so
much contemporary music, especially
blues, which is that raw spontaneity."
In keeping with that notion, Kawashima
lists his primary influences as artists from
the 1940s and 1950s Chicago scene, as
well as the more recent work of the late
R.L. Burnside and Junior Kimbrough of
Mississippi.
The third component of his sound is the
Texas blues of Lightning Hopkins, Frankie
Lee Sims, and T-Bone Walker. Overall,
Kawashima says he always tries to strike
the right balance between rural and urban
sensibilities.
"In my mind at least, it's all connected,
and hopefully in my shows those connections come out. Some people tend to
identify with one style but for me it's about
showing how they're all kind of related.
But you have to play all the tunes next
to one another to hear and feel all those
connections. That's what I like doing, and
there really isn't anything else I'd rather be
doing, or would be able to do. Playing the
blues is it for me."
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Ties That Bind
Rosanne Cash revists the American
South and places and people from
her past on her wonderful new recording The River And The Thread.
J. Poet documents her journey.

T

he landscape of the American
South is full of tortured twists and
turns: metaphorically, spiritually
and geographically. Most American music
has its roots there and, although she mostly
grew up in California, it's where Rosanne
Cash, the daughter of country icon Johnny
Cash, was born and the land has always
had a strong pull on her soul. The songs on
her new album, The River & The Thread,
are all set in the South and explore the
emotional and physical landscape that any
trip home conjures up.
"I haven't made an album in seven
years," Cash says from the New York
apartment she shares with her children and
husband, co-writer and producer John Leventhal. "I've been writing a lot of prose.
I published a memoir (Composed, 2010

Penguin Books) and articles in magazines
and newspapers. I didn't [have writer's
block], but was nervous about songwriting.
I'd started writing in the third person a
while back and was finding it challenging
to access the kind of lyricism and images
I wanted to put into these songs. I began
thinking about what the South means to me
but I wanted to write without taking sides,
pointing an arrow at all the strangeness and
beauty there is down there."
In 2006, while Cash was writing the songs
for Black Cadillac, her last album of original material, both her father and stepmother,
June Carter Cash, died. "Black Cadillac explored a landscape of loss and mourning,"
Cash says. "This time, it's the landscape
of my musical and family roots, with a bit
of time travel thrown in. I began accepting
and acknowledging my ties to the things I
thought I'd left behind me, especially the
music of The Delta and Appalachia that still
echo through all the music I make. When
you're in your 20s and 30s, you want to
be separate from the past and put it behind
you. As you age, you start discovering
how connected you are to everything that
came before. Your short-term memory gets

Reviews
Tony D's beefy slide accentuating Marriner's soulful
vocal as Sobb holds down
the fort. Otherwise, the oneoff sound experiments don't

en Complete Fool, Pinchin
proves a newfound force
to be reckoned with. The

work. Attempts to change
what they do only sacrifices
what they already have.

provides the disc's highlight,

Which is to say, change is
good. But not this much at
once.
- By Eric G. Thorn

In Bed reveals traditional
leanings loaded with equal
potential. These songs are
solid, his guitar playing is
exceptional, and his slightly
pinched vocals grow on
you in short order. Refer-

Sean Pinchin
Rust Bucket (Independent)

Despite never having heard

however the workout with
Strongman on I Wanna Stay

ence points fall somewhere

of this fellow Torontonian,
there's no question he's been

between Chris Whitley and
Kelly Joe Phelps although,

Purchase CDs and highI\ltiol) audio downloads on our website .

working hard and taking
notes. Rust Bucket is one
surprising blues releasefresh, vibrant, and oozing
with personality. Referred
to as his "new album" (I
can't find his "old album"
for reference), know that

.available from iTunes ™ and Amazon.

Rust Bucket is a robust,

at the heart of it, he's-comparatively-a
rocker. Rust
Bucket works and works
well, each original composition standing tall. The only
question is, where has someone this good been hiding
all this time? This release
should prove a career-maker.
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National Steel guitar attack,
engineered for exceptional
separation. Pinchin peaks
with 10, hard-hitting originals to make the most of his

- By Eric G. Thorn

Sugar Brown
Sugar Brown's Sad Day
Featuring Bharath Rajakumar

and

soft, elfin-edged voice and
powerful, driving, full-bod-

Ben Caissie

ied guitar. The fact that
Steve Strongman is credited
with additional guitar (and
harp) on a lone track may

can have nothing to do with
the release of this brilliant
debut. In fact, he's got plenty

provide some context for
the head-turning surprise
and overall quality of this
record. With nominal backup
from bassist Mark McIntyre,
drummer Adam Warner, and
keyboardistlproducer Rob
Szabo, Pinchin's ace-in-the-
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brilliant Coming Home,
an anthemic blues ballad,

(Independent)

Sugar Brown's sad day

to be happy about, as do
we. Originally from Ohio,
born of Japanese and Korean
parents, he might just as well
have come from Chicago's
south side. In fact, he did.
Once a member of Tail
Dragger's backup band, The
La-Z-Boys, turns out he did
do time in Chicago, serving
with such bluesmen as

hole (aside from his guitar
and vocal skills) comes in
the form of blending the
three-dimensional backup
vocals of Emma-Lee into his
sound.
From the jaw-dropping
opening track of Broke
Down Automobile to the

Little Mack Simmons, Dave
Myers, and Willie Kent
along the way. With Tail
Dragger's appointment to
the Big House, Sugar Brown
(born Ken Kawashima)
left town for Japan. finally

highway-paced,

transplanting to Toronto

slide-driv-

Reviews
in '02. Kawashima clearly
favours those old days and their
old ways, choosing to record
this IS-song release live into
a mono recorder. The result is
a soft, far-away sound loosely recalling the ambience of
earl y Chess recordings as this
314-piece runs through a tasty
collection of traditional songs,
sturdy originals and surprising
covers.
The power of Little Walter
covers on YouTube connected
SB to Bharath Rajakumar and
his Rhythm Four and, six years
later, he drove to Montreal to
record an album with players
who, despite their unfamiliarity, seemed "like talking to old
friends". With Bharath on harp
and guitar, maracas, and backup
vocals, Ben Caissie covering

best releases I've heard this
year-and to realize it's Cana-

Josh Klinghoffer from the Red
Hot Chili Peppers and Matt

cian in Islamist territory, are the
band's raison d'etre. Emmaar

drums and acoustic bass, and

dian-made is an added bonus.

Sweeney from Chavez, and by

is a sad, angry, and beautiful

Nashville fiddler Fats Kaplin.

album.

Zak Izbinsky adding guitar to

- By Eric G. Thorn

Guitarist Eyadou Ag Leche de-

- By Lark Clark

Sugar Brown's own, the results
are surprising. If you struck out
to sound vintage, it would never
sound this naturally old-school.
Blessed with an authentic,
blues-soaked voice, his own
Grim Reaper sounds as august
as Floyd Jones's Stockyard

By now the story of Tinariwen's coming together as a
band-a band of revolutionaries-is well known. Motivated not by a desire to get rich or

ent; the moods are different. We
watched western movies and
ate burritos."
Whatever the diet during the
recording sessions, the essential

Superstring

Blues despite the 60-plus years
difference. Dark, gloomy, yet

get girls, the band is the bestknown voice of the Tamashek

Tinariwen sound is intact and
characteristic as in the band's

somehow upbeat and rejuvenating, Sugar Brown truly fell out
of a time machine as evidenced
by covers of Elmore James's
Fishman's Blues or It Hurts Me

people, nomadic herders of the
Sahara whose traditional routes
and resources have been cut
up and wiped out by modern
national boundaries.
While Tinariwen sings contin-

previous five albums. Tempos
range from drifting to driving
but the hypnotic swirl of guitars
is a constant.

are equally inspired by both
John Coltrane and The Ventures, but there you have it.

Tinariwen
Emmaar

(Anti-)

scribed the recording process:
"We think that the air is differ-

have created over hundreds of
years, this time out the new
album Emmaar (Gathering)

Ag Leche continues: "The
new songs talk about what we
feel today; Tuareg issues, the
need to be recognized by the
administration of our country."
The lyrics of Toumast Tincha
proclaim, "The ideals of the

was recorded in a different desert, Joshua Tree in California.
Tinariwen's home in north Mali

people have been sold cheap.
A peace imposed by force is
bound to fail and gives way to

tic spirit imbued with a sense
of humour and an appreciation

is now a shifting battleground
of Malian government soldiers,
French troops, and al-Qaedalinked Islamist militias.

hatred".
Sung in Tamashek, it is easy
to fall under the undulating
sway of Tinariwen's music, but

for a timeless song. This is raw
yet soulful blues, boiled down

In recording Emmaar, the
group was joined by several

its ongoing declaration of the
Tuareg struggle, and now the

to its essence. Truly one of the

American musicians: guitarists

mortal danger of being a musi-

Too.
Compare and contrast these
with his artful reinvention of
Muddy's Rollin' and Tumblin'
and his own Volcano Woman
and you start to get a handle
on this colourful, chameleonic
character. Lest he be prematurely typecast, his surprising cover
of the Velvet Underground's
Run Run Run reveals an eclec-

uously of their beautiful desert
and the culture their people

Andy Statman
Theory

[Shefa Records)

Andy Statman has long had
weaknesses for altered scales
and oldtime rock'n'roll, There
aren't many mandolinists who

Statman, of course, may
be just be one of the most
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